
Can you grow garlic from seed? 

The technical answer to this question is yes, but growing garlic from seed is extremely uncommon and 

generally limited to plant breeders. Commercial and home growers almost universally grow garlic from 

cloves divided from mature heads. These are planted in the fall and harvested in the summer. Less 

commonly, individuals may grow garlic from the small bulbils that form when scapes (flower stalks) are 

allowed to ripen. The bulbils are planted in the fall, allowed to grow into a clove in the first year, and 

then replanted to form a full bulb in the second. In both cases, growers are planting clones of the 

mother plant. Neither the cloves or the bulbils are true seeds. 

Garlic originated on the steppes of central Asia. Early farmers chose plants with large cloves and bulbils 

that could be replanted easily. In so doing, they inadvertently selected plants that abort forming seed. In 

2003, the USDA compared the genes of hundreds of named garlic varieties. They concluded that, in 

reality, there are only about ten genetically distinct varieties, with only minor variations between them. 

These ten varieties have likely been handed down through many generations.  

Until recently, most people believed that garlic flowers were sterile and crosses would not result in 

seed. This has been proven false. To grow true seed, plant breeders must manually remove bulbils from 

the flower scape prior to the opening of flower buds. This allows the flowers to mature. Breeders then 

hand-pollinate the flowers and nurture the plant until seeds are ripe.  Unfortunately, the success rate 

for pollination is extremely low and most seeds will not germinate. It also takes several years to grow 

garlic into heads from seed, making evaluation of cultivars slow. Fortunately, breeders are finding that 

each successive generation produces varieties that are easier to grow from seed.  

The discovery that garlic can be bred sexually is important for many reasons.  Selective breeding will 

allow breeders to create varieties that form larger cloves with more disease-resistance and better 

storage properties. In fact, a number of truly new varieties are now being offered by garlic breeders. 

Garlicana (www.garlicana.com), a farm in Tiller, Oregon, sells cloves from varieties they have bred on 

their farm.  Garlicana also sells true seed for those wishing to breed garlic themselves – though they 

correctly warn that their seed will have low viability and should be purchased only by those interested in 

breeding new varieties themselves. 

Will we see packets of garlic seed in the future? It’s hard to say. Because garlic takes several years to 

grow heads from seed, planting cloves will likely remain the best method of growing this savory crop. 

Question answered by Mike Nuckols, Local Foods and Horticulture Program Manager for Cornell 

Cooperative Extension of Jefferson County. Contact him at msn62@cornell.edu.  
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